NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL ELECTION CHALLENGE FORM
I hereby submit my challenge for the

Woodland Hills-Warner Center

Neighborhood Council Election held on

03/16/2014

I affirm that I am a stakeholder in this
Neighborhood Council and that I have
personal knowledge of the following
challenge.

check here

Name

Martin Lipkin

Business Name (if applicable):

N/A

Address

6153 County Oak Rd.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
United States

Phone

818-999-4340

Email

martinlipkin@yahoo.com

REASON FOR CHALLENGE:

Concerns regarding Ballots
Eligibility of Voter

Please state the facts for your challenge.
(max 500 words)

There are two (2) factors for this challenge: 1. Several residential
stakeholders who went to the polling place where refused at the
poll because of a discrepancy in their driver's lisc and their
residential address. They were not offered a provisional voting
form so that their address could be verified. All of these
stakeholders are residents of Valley Circle Estates which is a CCR
community in Woodland Hills. All are verified residential
homeowners. All should have been given provisional ballots. One of
those turned away wrote an e-mail (attached). I couldn't get e-mails
from the others. But, I believe it would have changed the results of
the election. 2) The owns of a gas station at 23706 Victory Bl.
brought in 3-5 employees who actually work at his firm's stations
located outside of Area-4. Documents were falsified to show they
were employed at the Victory station and not at the locations
where they actually work. That is voter fraud and id it tipped a very
close election. My proof is word of mouth from two poll workers at
the election site. Their concerns were ignored by Mr. Jay Handal-the election "judge."

There are three possible remedies: 1. Throw out the results for the
Area-4 Residential Representative and hold a new election at a site
in Area 4 in the next 30 days. 2. Have a vote count and inquiry in
Please state your desired remedy. (max 100 front of both candidates for the Area-4 Residential position. Each
words)
contested ballot could be looked up. 3. Because the race was so
close and there were obvious voter and poll worker violations,
declare that the race ended in a tie and have both candidates share
the position.

Attach all supporting documentation:

Stan Getz Letter.tiff
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